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Why I want to Study in a US High School 

XXX XXX 

 

Every boy has a dream to be a hero; I am no exception. I have always dreamed to possess some 

special capabilities, such as flying, and so on, because then I could save my girlfriend when she is 

in danger. As time went by, I gradually realized that my “hero” dream would never come true in 

my current school, since we are most often asked to do is to take tests and score high. But I don’t 

want to give up. I believe dreams allow human beings to move forward. Likewise, my dream will 

inspire me and drive me to my future. 

 

In addition to having “wild” dreams, I have always been fond of making things, which there is 

little time for in my current school. As a young kid in primary school, I was good at making 

models. My model airplane won second place in a citywide competition when I was in 4th grade 

and I was the proud city champion when I was in 6th grade. Model-making offered me great 

opportunities to become handy and careful. I paid extreme attention to details when making the 

models. In my mind, it was these details that determined the model’s overall performance. I would 

use a magnifying glass to examine every glue spot and all the important surfaces to see if there 

were glue stains left. I would use fine sand paper to smooth the model numerous times. Attention 

to details helped me stand out from the crowd and become the champion. 

 

In my daily life, I also like to organize group activities. I like to plan things and then work to see 

the plan being carried out step by step. I often organize activities such as basketball matches and 

barbeque parties. I found that successfully organizing an activity is never an easy task. Take a 

recent party I organized for example. I needed to take care of many different tasks, such as 

planning the games, preparing the food and drink menu, selecting a site, and renting the equipment. 

To finish these tasks, I assembled a team of three people: one for food and drinks, one for site and 

equipment, and one for overall management. We worked together closely and tried our best to 

make the party a great success. There still might be some issues we overlooked and some people 

might have been unsatisfied, but I know nothing is easy. I just enjoy the whole process. 

 

Everyone has a dream and everyone wants to make a difference in the world. I am willing to 

devote all that I have to pursue my dream. The American education system and society not only 

encourage students to develop their own characters and skills, but also offer them great career 

opportunities. For me, it is just the system and support that I desperately need. I believe my dream 

can and will flourish in the Land of the Free. That is why I am so determined to go to the United 

States of America to see, to learn, and to become a great person. 


